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Abstract
Thermoplastic polyurethanes (TPUs) based on soft segments with varying molecular weight and molecular architecture show 
interesting micro-phase separation, thermal, morphological, molecular dynamics, and rheological properties. In the present 
study, TPUs based on two types of polyols, i.e., poly(tetramethylene ether) (1000 and 2000 g/mol) and polycaprolactone 
(500 and 2000 g/mol), were synthesized. This work has aimed to combine synthetic procedures, physical–chemistry cal-
culations, and molecular dynamics simulation to study the effect of structure and molecular weight of the soft segments on 
TPU properties. Extent and kinetics of micro-phase separation were quantified with several methods such as spectroscopy, 
time-sweep rheological analysis, product of interaction parameter and degree of polymerization (χN), thermal analysis, 
compressible regular solution model, molecular dynamics, and microscopy. The results showed that high molecular weight 
polyether- and low molecular weight polyester-based synthesized TPUs have the highest and the lowest micro-phase separa-
tions, respectively. Moreover, in each class of polyol, the degree of micro-phase separation was concurrently increased with 
soft-segment block length. However, competition between enthalpic and entropic factors in the study of the polyols led to 
different results by various methods. Moreover, from the mechanical properties viewpoint, ester-based TPUs showed higher 
Young’s modulus and lower elongation-at-break compared to ether-based counterparts.
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Introduction

Thermoplastic polyurethanes (TPUs), as one of the most 
important families of block polymers, are synthesized in 
various structures based on selection of different ingredients 
[1]. These AB-type block polymers are composed of hard 
segments (HS), formed by reaction of an isocyanate with a 
chain extender, and soft segments (SS), commonly formed 
by polyester or polyether macrodiols [2]. Micro-phase sepa-
ration occurs due to the thermodynamic incompatibility of 
the soft and hard segments at low temperatures [3]. Degree 
of the micro-phase separation and morphology of the micro-
phase-separated domains play a key role on the engineering 
properties of TPUs [4]. A large number of factors such as 

polymerization procedure, chemical structure of ingredients, 
segmental length, crystallization ability of hard and soft 
segments, hard/soft-segment ratio, and process parameters 
which affect the morphology and micro-phase separation 
of TPUs [5].

Effect of soft-segment structure on the micro-phase sepa-
ration of TPUs has been widely investigated in chemistry 
and technology of polyurethanes, because polyols are made 
with a range of architectures and backbones that can be tai-
lored based on desired requirements [6]. The existence of a 
broad range of bifunctionally terminated soft segment such 
as synthetic and bio-based polyols offers endless potential 
for the design and synthesis of TPUs with controlled micro-
phase morphologies [7]. Through theoretical and experi-
mental studies, a number of research groups have reported 
on the effect of soft-segment structure on the properties of 
TPUs [8].

In a pioneering work, Petrovic and Javni have used 
the Flory–Huggins interaction parameter (χ) to study the 
effect of soft-segment length and concentration on phase 
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